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ENGLAND'S NEW IMPERIAL POLICY
The wry comment of Winston Churchill that the British Cabinet

mission had worked with "a zeal which would have been justified if it
were to gain an empire and not to cast it away” is a good indication
that a new chapter in England’s imperial policy has been written. If
it marks the end of empire it also marks the beginning of something
vastly belcr from the standpoint of the world’s good. The Labor Party
has shown that in the field of imperial affairs it can act in accordance
with its basic socialist traditions and can also muster wise statesman-
ship to meet a vastly complicated situation. Considering the enormous
problems that India faces and the highly explosive nature of the Mos-
lem Hindu feud one can only say that the Cabinet plan provides the
beginning of a solution: There will be blood, sweat and tears aplenty
before India is fully free and independent. The British government
proposal comes down firmly on the side of Indian unity, discarding
Pakistan as economically .and politically unworkable and as a serious
danger to any scheme of national defense. The proposal, however,
gives full recognition to communal aspirations and rights and provides
for a large measure of provincial autonomy. As Shiva Rao points ou‘
in his article, Gandhi, Nehru, and the other Congress leaders have gone
a long way to meet the demands of the Moslem community. Now the im-
mediate task is the formation of the interim government and beyond
that a constitutional assembly. It is up to Mr. Jinnah to show whether
lie has the statesmanship to cooperate in a plan for the achievement of
national independence or whether his chauvinistic ambitions will plunge
India into a ghasty civil war. The Nation.

Time to Wake Up
“ Cooperative economic democracy cannot exist without political

democracy. We all know what happened to cooperatives in Germany
when the wrong kind of politicians used the channels of political
democracy to climb into powerful positions, and then used those posi-
tions to kill political democracy.

Cooperators, who had naively ignored politics, wish-thinking that
their neutrality made their Movement safe from state interference,
woke up. too late. Co-ops were among the first German institutions to
get the Nazi axe.

“In England, the cradle of the Rochdale Consumers Co-operative
movement, the cooperators have been wiser. Despite the fact that their
own co-op pioneers formulated the principle of political neutrality, the
British cooperators realized, long ago, that even tho they may wish!
to ignore the State, the State will not ignore the Cooperative Move
ment once it has become an economic power . . .

“It began to cast about for weapons to smite the co-ops down. And ;
not being as naive as cooperators, the Movement’s enemies immediately I
took up the most powerful weapon at hand, the political State.

“We think it's high time to stop pretending—to open our eyes to
the fact of life. Unfortunately—and we wish to emphasize that word—-
the political State is growing more powerful in America. It is, therefore,
of utmost importance for cooperators to pay close attention to the kind
of men who administer the body politic and make its laws.—The Co
operative Builders.

SPEAKING OF "FREEDOM OF THE PRESS"
The "Wall Street Journal” has been printing an interesting series

of articles on "Freedom of the Press,” written by William Henry Cham-
berlain. a reporter who has wandered around the world and has seen
strange things in many lands.

Mr. Chamberlain writes sanely and the “Journal’s” editorial com-
ments are wr orth reading, but it seems to us that both overlook an ex-
tremely important point.

In this country the real threat to a “free press’ does not come from
ihe government, although it interferes occasionally and sometimes ob-
noxiously. That is bad and should be eliminated.

However, the chief menace comes from the handful of men who!
control the newspapers of this country and who are rapidly reaching ;
out to take over the radio. ,

LABOR has repeatedly said, and it still goes, that 20 men could
meet in New York tomorrow and determine what should or should not
appear in 90 per cent of the newspapers in this country on the follow-
ing morning. That’s too much power for any group and we won’t have
a tree press until we find some way to meet the problem.—Labor.

We Mast Reck:? {lie
By KENESAW M. LANDIS 11.
I think it is a noteworthy fact

that John L. Lewis is the most
Republican of all our labor leaders,
and the most rugged of individual-
ists.

Similarly the railroad brother-
hoods are the most conservative- j
minded of all our unions, and the
least likely to be suspected by the
House committee on un-American
activities.

In my town a railroad engineer
is a simbol of respectability, a
member of the Elks, a family man
who puts money in the plate when
it is passed at church.

If our country is threatened to-
day, it is not by the left but by
the right.

The chaos we are witnessing is
free enterprise gone mad—the ir-
responsible use of economic power,
by labor as well as capital.

Conservative businessmen say:,
“No government interference with
business.’’ Conservative labor lead-,
ers say: “No government interfer-
ence with labor.”
Devi! Take the Hindemost

The principle is the same. And
we must not foT'get the conserva-
tive farm leaders who say: “No!
government interference with far-
mers.”

All of these groups insist on the
right of getting what they can
while the getting is good. Could
anything be more American than
this?

Or more isolationist?
To hell with the OPA, and the

devil take the hindmost. Inflation
can take care of itself. So can the
world food famine.

During the war we got together
to lick a common enemy. We sub-
mitted to government controls and
built up an industrial and military
potential that amazed the world.

It is idle to blame labor or cap-

Areas of Anarchy
ital or farmer, or to punish any of
them.
Peril of Independent
Sovereignties

In the interest ol' fair play, we
have done our best to equalize the
economic power of all three groups
Iso that each could take care of
itself.

Yet this is no more a guarantee
iof industrial peace than the bal-
ance of power among the Big Three
is a guarantee to world peace.

Equalitiy is not enough. Equality
is possible only under some form
of law, which means principles
mutually agreed upon looking to-
ward some common goal.

The question is whether the
world can long live while indepen-
dent sovereignities battle it out for
power, or whether machinery can
be set up to settle disputes peace-

! fully.
We can’t jump all the way to

world government, nor can we ask
! our own government to control our

i economic life at every point.
But we must reduce the areas

' of anarchy, wherever the appeal to
force threatens to disrupt our lives.
Otherwise we shall have no gov-
ernment at all. —The Chicago Sun.

BABIES! .

The Stork continues to do a flou-
rishing business. Last year more
than 3,000,000 “bundles from
heaven" were deposited in Ameri-
can homes, according to the “Jour-
nal” of the American Medical As-
sociation. Between 1933 and 1944,

| it said, the country’s birth rate
jumped 30 per cent.

The explanation given for the
increase is a sharp rise in the mar-

( riage rate.

I abominate war as un-Christian ; j
I hold it to be the greatest of hu-

man grimes.—Lord Brougham.
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Business Profits Larger Than Ever
Earnings Exceeding Those During War; Corporations
Hike Dividends; Rail Boost Stockholders' "Wages"

Recently there has been a great deal of talk about wage increases,
price control and other regulations making it impossible for business
to earn an honest dollar.

That this claim was pure rubbish is emphasized by a report just
issued by the Department of Commerce. It reveals that dividends paid
by industry generally during the first quarter of this year were greater
than during the corresponding period of 1945—a year of fantastically
big profits.

The only exception were heavy industries which were closed down
for substantial periods because of management’s high-handed refusal
to bargain fairly on their employes’ wage requests.

Sigmfically, the railroads, which made a poor mouth in recent
wage negotiations, increased dividends more than any other branch of
industry. For the quarter the “wages” of stockholders were hiked 23
per cent, which is more than the increase won by rail workers.

A report by the National City Bank of New York explains why
corporations are able to pay bigger dividends. It says their profits in
the first quarter of this year were greater than ever—from 17 to 171
per cent larger than for the same period of 1945.

The concerns which failed to increase earnings were those whose
hardboilccl labor policies involved them in strikes. With these excep-
tions, business piled up earnings that make those of the war period seem
conservative, the bank’s report declared.

The repeal of the excess profit tax, it said, has more than made up
for increased v/ages and other higher production costs.

The National City predicts this year will show all-time profits,
because of the tremendous volume of business activity. Which bears out
in emphatic fashion labor’s contention that industry is well able to
grant wage increases which workers must have to meet higher living
costs, provide them with the purchasing power needed to keep the
economic machine in high gear, and still leave ample rewards for man-
angement and stockholders.—Labor.

About Burning the Books
The government of Germany has directed that all books “glorifying

Nazism or militarism” be confiscated and burned; several billions of
volumes, it is estimated, will be affected by the degree. Ah, those Ger-
mans—they never change! First they order that all democratic, paci-
iistic, and “Jewish” books be burned; and now, thirteen years later,
they burn whatever books are left. Even their defeat has taught them
nothing about democracy, nothing about those freedoms against which
they fought their long pig-headed fight: dangerous thoughts are still
verbotten, the autocratic militarists still bark to an ecquiescent popu-
lace their arbitrary decrees. Surely the Germans are still, after two
millennia, those barbaric Teutons whom Tacitus described for us—-
or so an unusually innocent and rhetorical newspaper reader might
reflect. But actually this burning of a couple of billion books has been
decreed by the Allied Military Government in Germany, by the official
representatives of democracy, by our representatives; and it is such acts
as this that must signalize to the natives of Germany the restoration
of those God-given rights of which they have been so long deprived,
l'hese new books-burnings were suggested by the French—whicn iro-
nically reminds one of what people usually forget, that it is the French
rather than the Germans who are descended from the reasonably bar-
barians whom Tacitus describes; and our own American representatives
consented to these measures only ofter sustained protests. These pro-
tests, all realist will be glad to learn, were based not on freedom
of press or speech, but on the “impracticability” of such a step.—The
Nation.

FOUR BUCKS WORTH
OF HOMICIDE

Mr. Perkins was a gentleman
(colored) who ran a taxicab on the
streets of Chicago.

Mr. Jackson was a gentleman
(colored) who thought he would
enjoy a ride in Mr. Perkins cab.

Note the “was.” Mr. Perkins
hasn’t got a cab, Mr. Jackson hasn't
any more yearnings for rides.

Having transported Mr. Jackson
and two companions thru the
streets of Chicago, Mr. Perkins put
forth his hand in the time-honored
manner and mentioned something
about “Four Dollars.”

Mr. Jackson objected.
The usual highly intellectual dis-

cussion followed.
Mr. Jackson wanted to prove his*

| .right by a straight razor. Mr. Per-
kins countered with a gun.

After the usual ‘’you’re another’’
debate, Mr. Jackson proceeded to
carve Mr. Perkins into eating size
pieces, while in rebuttal, Mr. Per
kins believed that a few bullet holes
would improve the appearance of
his worthy opponent.

! Result: Two men dead and
•the four bucks still the unanswered
question.

In this, the year 14 of the Reign
of Roosevelt, four bucks is the price
of the carcass of a stewing hen—-
provided it hasn’t already been
sold on the black market.

But four bucks is also the price
of two other carcasses/species:
Human. Sex: Male. Religious per-
suasion: Democrat. Disease: Pacio.
—The Industrial Worker.

Some Odds and Ends UNIONS HELP FEDERAL WORKERS
Because of a law more than 100

| years old, American Indians who
I are veterans of the recent war still
! cannot legally buy so much as a
I glass of beer, and the Veterans of

' Foreign Wars is fighting to get for
! them the privilege enjoyed by other
Americans. The VFW took action
when a group of Indians, veterans
of the European and Pacific cam-
paigns, appealed to the organiza-
tion to ask Congress to repeal the
old law banning sale of alcoholic
beverages to Indians.

☆
Wedding Ring: A gadged that

stops circulation.
☆

Two sweethearts walking down
the street: she trips, he murmers,
“Careful, Sweet”; now wed they
tread that selfsame street: she trips,
he growls, “Pick up your feet!”

☆
“The NAM’s reputation is sink-

ing,” says Columnist Sylvia F. Por-
ter in the New York Post. Did the
printer doublecross you, Sylvia, or
do you always drop your it’s?”—
John Paine for Federated Press.

☆
A married couple were peace-

fuly sleeping in the upstairs bed-
room. Suddenly the wife shouted
in her sleep: “Good Lord! Here
comes my husband.” The husband
woke up and jumped out of the
window!

CHURCH PAPER DEFENDS
MINE STRIKE

In striking contrast to the biased
hysteria of most of our newspapers
when discussing matters involving
labor is an editorial in the Albany
“Evangelist,” Catholic publication.

Declaring that it takes two to
make a dispute, the “Evange-
list” defends the miners’ strike
as a protest against injustices for
which mine owners are responsible,
and adds:

“The strike has proved the sole
effective weapon of the worker
against recalcitrant industrialists,
who refuse to give human rights
their proper place in industry.

“The cure for strikes is not anti-
labor legislation, but effective
curbs against capitalistic greed,
plus all-out cooperation with the
workers’ efforts for social justice.

“Before we talk about shipping
John L. Lewis to Russia, let’s trans-
port a few millionaires, from the
mine owners, the National Associa-
tion of Manufacturers and the Unit-
ed Chamber of Commerce to a spot
in Europe where people are com-
pelled to live on a diet of 1,500
calories a day.”

The “Evangelist” makes the
point that those who advocate
shackles for labor are pursuing a
method lifted bodily from Hitler’s
book.—Labor.

NEW WORLD 10,000
YEARS OLD

The continent of which the Unit-
ed States is part is called the “New
World,” but it does not merit the
designation, according to scientists
who are digging into the sands of
Arizona’s deserts.

They are said to have disclosed
evidence showing that men had
lived here 10,000 years or more:
ago, long before the so-called “en-
lightened” civilization of Greece
and other nations.

Frofessor Emil W. Ilaury of the
University of Arizona asserted the
Southwest was not always a desert
Once there were abundant rains
and rich crops.

THE RUSSIA IDEA
England is trying to get a loan

of $3,750,000,000 from the United
States. It has caused discussion
argument, strife and some pretty
nasty recriminations among our
congressmen and our press.

Russia needs $3,700,000,000 too
but Russia has decided to capitalize
on the public’s penchant for gamb-
ling to get its money from its peo-
ple. by lounching a loan drive for
the billions and trying it up with
a lottery idea. The Russians are
called upon to invest one month’s
wages in the loan plan, and rich
prizes up to 50,000 rubles ($9,435 in
U. S. money) will be awarded in a
lottery drawing to purchasers of a
100-ruble ($18.87) bond. The prin-
ciple of the lottery and other de-
tails are a little involved for us to
understand over here but one
thing is certain—if the Russians
are like Americans in their in-
herent desire to gamble, the Rus-
sian loan is an assured success, and
this is no editorial in support of
Communism or anything like it!
We might suggest this to Britain.
—The Progressive Miner.

TIME TO RE-TIRE
Southern workers need organiza-

tion just as much as workers in
other sections of the country need
to have the south organized. The
economy of the United States is as
closely integrated as a delicate
piece of machinery, and it can ill
afford to maintain a large non-
union area in which wages and
working conditions are out of gear
with the rest of the country. And
it’s particularly timely for the
CIO to help do something about
the situation.

Workers south of the Mason and
Dixon line—and north of it—are
deeply interested in the CIO south-
ern organizing campaign which
opened in Atlanta on May 3. Van
A. Bittner, the ClO's drive director,
wasn’t exaggerating when he des-
cribed the forthcoming union cam-
paign as a "holy crusade" or when
he predicted that southern work-
ers by thousands of thousands
would flock to the CIO.

In the south, as in the north,
CIO will bring the benefits of
unionism to workers "regardless of
race, creed, color or national or-
igin." As Bittner has pointed out,
ClO’s sole objective in the south is
to organize workers into unions
"for collective bargaining for high-
er wages and better working con-
ditions.”

For such a campaign the CIO has
the support of millions of workers
in every part of the country. — j
The CIO News.

Laws are cobwebs, which mayj
catch small flies but let wasps and
hornets break through. Dean
Swift.

No group of workers in the country has been benefited by organ-
zed labor to a greater extent than government employes.

Only those who have remained in touch with the Washington scene
during the past quarter of a century are able to appreciate the amazing
improvement in working conditions and compensation that has resulted
from legislation the unions have succeeded in getting through Congress.

The latest union victory for a million classified workers is a wage
hike of 14 per cent, with a minimum boost of $250 a year. The increase
will add $321,000,000 a year to Uncle Sam’s payrolls.

The increase is less than the unions had urged, but the significant
fact is that Congress has recognized the need of higher wages to offset
it least partially steadily mounting living costs.

While the government has officially taken this attitude, some of its
members continue to clamor for shackling laws because workers in
private industry have asked for increased wages and have been com-
pelled to strike when their reasonable requests were denied.

In their bitter hatred of unions, labor-haters are not bothered by
a little matter of consistency.—Labor.

Going To The Dogs?
By TAISTO HAYRINEN

Back and forth the argument sways. The elder generation says
nodern youth is going to the dogs, points an angry finger to corrupted
commercial recreation, to delinquency and the sassy attitude of youth.
The younger generation says its a worn old cliche, that one about youth
going to the dogs.

Somewhere, among the complexities of modern life, there must
be foundations for these beliefs, and a middle ground of reason to
explore for solutions. It is not necessarily justifiable to pass off the
accusations as worn old cliches just because every generation since
time immemorial has said it of their young ’uns. There have been ups
and downs in man’s history, including dark from a social viewpoint
reveals that there have been many times when respected authorities
were sure the country was headed for doom, corruption was so rampant.
But we pulled out of it in each instance. It is true that at present there
is more delinquency than at any previous time, but we also have the
argest population ever. A war period is a natural stimulus for the
ievil-take-the-hindmost attitude, and delinquency has taken new forms
;uch as drinking, smoking etc. among the very young teen-agers. There
s reason for an active program for steering the energies of youth into
iroper channels, but we cannot afford to throw up our hands in des-
pair. The situation is not beyond repair, as many alarmists would have
us believe.

Among the forces quietly taking care of their own delinquency
problems are consumer co-operative associations who believe that cul-
tural education and recreation are part of their responsibility. If one
were to survey these groups, they could generally point with justifiable
pride to an excellent record in bringing up their younger generation.

One such cooperative-sponsored institution already bearing an old-
school flavor that simply “sends” alumni when they gather, is the Co-
operative Youth Course. After war-imposed restrictions limited its
activities to brief spiels of good fellowship, it is again taking up with
a three-week camp at Brule Co-op Park. Any of its hundreds of alumni
will jump up to testify that the school is really what the doctor ordered.
Its studies in history, principles and pratices of Consumer Cooperation,
economics and sociology, parliamentary practices, public speaking and
youth organization form the core, and democratic student government
and chore-sharing fill the days with a new reality of living. No fear
here that youth is “going to the dogs.”

Vicious Proposal Should Be Refected
For more than a quarter of a century a campaign has been waged

by wealthy individuals and corporations to secure congressional ap-
proval of legislation that would shift their share of the cost of running
the government to the back of bellies of Americans of modest means.

In the early 20’s, Andrew Mellon, a multi-millionaire, refunded
billions of dollars to war profiteers and then attempted to recoup Uncle
Sam’s finances with a sales tax.

Congress set its food down hard, but sales tax advocates were not
disheartened.

Now they are proposing a sales tax for the District of Columbia,
m the belief that if they can establish it in the nation’s capital the next
step will be to extend it in the entire country.

Washingon, one of the richest cities in the world, has a very low
tax rate on property. It needs additional revenue and obviously the
place to get it is from the landlords who are waxing rich.

Congress should reject the proposal and place the tax where it be-
longs—on those best able to pay.—Labor.

FOR REAL "FREE
ENTERPRISE"

Propaganda spread by Big Busi-
ness that government should “keep
hands off” private industry to safe-
guard “free enterprise” was chal-
lenged the other day by Marion H.
Hedges, research director of the
Electrical Workers.

In a blunt speech to a meeting
of the Society for Advancement of
Management in Washington, Hedg-
es warned that complete elimina-
tion of controls would give a “green
light” to monopolies and cartels,
and lead to “un-free enterprise.”

“To secure genuine free enter-
prise for all in a democracy, you
must have controls,” he insisted.
“This may be a paradox, but life
is full of paradoxes.”

Controls that the government
should exercise, he said, are those
which “protect consumer; advance
full employment, and encourage a

' steadily rising standard of living
for the masses.”

Trusts and carteds, on the other
hand, seek to restrict production

: for the sake of higher profits, and
they must be curbed. Hedges main-

. tained, if the “democratic goal of
;| full employment” is to be attained.
> | Incidentally, Hedges has just

been named by the Twentieth Cen-
tury Fund to a committee of labor,

| industry, agriculture and govern-
; ment representatives which will

make a study of the effect of inter-
national cartels.

HISTORY LESSON
j “My wife always gets historical
when I stay out late at night.”

“Historical, you mean.”
“No, historical. She digs up all

my past.”


